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FROM TRAGEDY TO TRIUMPH: PROJECT HOSS HOUSE BEGINS!
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BIG TILES AND
BOLD COLORS

Talking trends with
I Hate My Bath’s
Jeff Devlin

People are definitely starting
to get colorful in their houses
– and in their bathrooms! I’ve
seen a lot of teal and even
pastel colors. People are also
experimenting with texture too,
like reclaimed wood on walls
and more detailed wainscoting.
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Although most people opt for
a nice larger shower, there are
still those that love a relaxing dip
in their bathtub. Many homeowners
love a freestanding tub – kind of like
the old claw foot tubs but with a
modern spin.

Floating vanities give the illusion
of more space in the bath and
they fit nicely in almost any design.
They’re easy to install too - and
they’re nice for people who want
to try something different.

When it comes to tile,
bigger is better: the trend is
to use large format tile for both the
floors and the walls. Great news!
More than ever, big box stores
are carrying a great selection
of designer-type products,
including terrific tile.

Homeowners are
starting to treat themselves
with better and higher end
fixtures – and why not? You’ve
got to start the day off right! You are
starting to see that spa feel in more
homes with beautiful taps, rain
shower heads and body
jets.
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